Personalized recommendation plays an important role in both e-commerce area and information filtering area. The neighborhood based collaborative filtering algorithm has already been used successfully. However, with the overwhelming explosion of Internet content, the problem of data sparsity has become more and more severe. The effect of data sparsity problem lies in both similarity computation and prediction generation, but very few works focus on the latter. This paper presents a hierarchy k-nearest neighbor collaborative filtering algorithm. It fills in the missing value by constructing multiple layers of nearest neighbors for users to generate better prediction. Experiments validated that the algorithm proposed in this paper achieved higher prediction accuracy with extreme sparse data.
Introduction
The explosive growth of Internet content makes it difficult to discover what people really want. Personalized recommendation has become a more and more significant technique to find information that people may be interested in. There are various techniques to predict users' rating in recommendation. Collaborative filtering is a promising method to reach the goal [1, 2] . The main principle of collaborative filtering is to use opinions of the others to estimate the attitude of the target.
Related Work
Xiang [4] improves recommendation performance by taking time information into account; Luo [10] uses the number of common rated items to weight similarity between target user and neighbors; Breese [11] improves rating prediction accuracy by assuming some default rating values for the missing ratings during similarity computation; Billsus [12] uses feature extraction coupled with machine learning techniques to propose a new collaborative filtering method; Yu [13] proposes a probabilistic approach to combine the user-based and item-based techniques; Li [14] replaces the common-rated items set with combination of each user's rated items set to get more precise neighborhood; Sarwar [15] introduces the cosine based method, pearson correlation method and adjust cosine method to compute similarity between items for rating prediction; Huang [16] uses a threshold to select nearest neighbors instead of a static number of neighbors.
Recommender system usually deals with big data, and the data could be very sparse, even with a sparsity of more than 99% [17] . Sparsity problem has a direct influence on performance of neighborhood based collaborative filtering recommendation, because of the shortage of available and trusty values for both similarity computation and prediction generation. The great mass of improvements focus on the similarity computation phase, while very few aim at the effect of data sparsity in prediction generation phase. In user based collaborative filtering, a better strategy of organizing neighbors' ratings to generate the final predictions could possibly improve the prediction performance. Hence, this paper proposes a hierarchy k-nearest neighbor collaborative filtering algorithm (HKNN).
User-based Collaborative Filtering
In a movie recommendation based on user-based collaborative filtering, the target user is the one whose opinion on particular item is to be predicted while particular item means the one to be rated. The ratings of the neighbors of target user on particular items are reference ratings, which mean that they are used to predict the rating of target user. The hypothesis of user-based collaborative filtering is that users are similar if they rated similarly on the movies that they both rated, and so they should have similar ratings on new item.
The process of prediction computation based on user-based collaborative filtering has three steps. Firstly, compute the similarity between each pair of users with certain measure; then select the nearest neighbors for target user; generate the prediction using a suitable method to synthesize the reference ratings at the end.
Similarity Computation Measures
Similar as that mentioned in [15] , this paper presents three measures to compute the similarity between users, that is, cosine similarity, pearson-correlation similarity and adjustedcosine similarity.
Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angel between two vectors, so the bigger value we get, the more similar the two vectors are.
where I denotes the set of items, r ui denotes the rating of user u on item i.
Pearson-correlation similarity holds the opinion that it is the extent of the rating departing from the average of user's ratings that determines similarity between users.
I * denotes the set of items rated by both user u and user v, r u is the average rating of user u.
Adjusted-cosine similarity takes the difference of items in the scale of being rated into account. Hence, the equation is
where r i denotes the average rating of item i.
K-Nearest Neighbor Selection
In the k-nearest neighbors method, nearest neighbors can be selected from all users or from those who rated given item. We call them all-user strategy and users-rated-the-item strategy separately.
All-user strategy sorts the other users according to their similarities with target user, and selects the first k nearest neighbors. As shown in Fig. 1 , let us assume u 2 , u 3 , and u 4 are the first three nearest neighbors of u 1 , and their ratings on item d are the reference ratings, even the rating of u 3 on item d is null. When zero occurs in the reference ratings due to data sparsity, the prediction generation result could be very poor. This paper calls user-based collaborative filtering with all-user strategy the Benchmark k-nearest Neighbor algorithm (BKNN).
Users-rated-the-item strategy is raised to overcome the shortcoming of all-users strategy. It selects neighbors from users who have rated on the given item. As shown in Fig. 1 , it searches users who have rated on item d no matter how low the similarity is. For example, the similarity between u 1 and u 5 could be very small because they rate items a, b and c so differently. Usersrated-the-item strategy can promise a reference rating value that is not zero if the number of neighbors is appropriately set. But it can still damage the performance of prediction, because it may select the neighbors who have very low similarities with the target user, besides the number of neighbors who rated the given item may be not enough. This paper calls user-based collaborative filtering with users-rated-the-item strategy the Adjusted k-nearest Neighbor algorithm (AKNN). 
Prediction Generation Methods
Weighted sum method uses the average of nearest neighbors' ratings with similarity weighted as the rating prediction of the target user. The equation is as follows.
where U denotes the nearest neighbors set of user u,r ui denotes the rating prediction of user u on item i.
Average-and-deviation method supposes that it is the extent of user's ratings departing from his average rating value that determines similarity between two users, so the better way to generate prediction using similarities, user's average and reference ratings iŝ
where r u denotes the average rating value of user u.
Hierarchy K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
To compute rating predictions of target users on particular items, we seek target users' neighbors and synthesize prediction using these neighbors' ratings. Similarly, it could be still helpful to use ratings of neighbors of the neighbor to generate reference rating value when the neighbor has no rating on given item. This is the main ideal of hierarchy k-nearest neighbor strategy.
The improvement of HKNN lies mainly in the nearest neighbor selection phase in which a new strategy is adopted to select trusty neighbors and get available reference ratings. The similarity measures and prediction generation methods have no different with traditional user based knearest neighbor algorithm. It means that HKNN algorithm can be added to other variants focusing on the other two phase to chase better prediction accuracy.
Hierarchy k-nearest neighbor strategy selects nearest neighbors from all users initially, which is same as all-user strategy, but once the rating of any neighbor user on given item is null, the nearest neighbors of this user will be found and its rating will be estimated using these neighbor's reference ratings. If needed, the neighborhood can go deeper and deeper until the prediction can be done. This strategy ensures that all the nearest neighbors of target user have corresponding ratings on given item, at the same time all the reference ratings have a high reliability because of the high similarity with target user. Fig. 2 
The sparsity of rating data makes BKNN have very few reference ratings to predict target's rating. HKNN algorithm recovers the missing values by trusty strategy so that it promises a better prediction result. HKNN should also have better performance than AKNN because HKNN picks out users with higher similarity as nearest neighbors of the target user. We run some experiments to validate our thoughts. 
Experimental Evaluation
We experimentally evaluate different similarity measures and prediction generation methods in user-based collaborative filtering and select the best measure and method as the standard; then we compare our HKNN algorithm with BKNN, AKNN and one other algorithm.
Dataset
The dataset we use is from MovieLens (http:www.grouplens.org). It has three subsets in which the numbers of ratings, users and movies are different. We select the 100k set which contains one hundred thousand ratings of 943 users on 1682 movies. The data has been cleaned by considering only the users who had rated no less than 20 movies. We randomly divided the data into a training set and a test set five times to implement cross validation. The variable x determines the percentage of data used as training set. In all experiments x is set 0.8 which means that 80% of the data is used as training set and 20% used as test set. The sparsity of dataset is 1-100000/(943×1682), that is, 0.9369, which indicates that the available ratings are very short.
Evaluation Metrics
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is a metric used widely. It measures the deviation of predictions from actual ratings by summing up the absolute error of every prediction and then computing the average. The equation is as follows
where T denotes the set of user-item pairs whose rating are to be predicted, N denotes the number of members in T ,r ui denotes the rating prediction of user u on item i, r ui denotes the actual rating of user u on item i. The lower the MAE is, the higher accuracy the recommendation gets.
Experiment Results

Prediction Generation Methods Comparison
Weighted sum method and average-and-deviation method were implemented to compare their effect. First we used the three different similarity measures and all-user strategy to compute neighborhood and find out reference ratings. The number of neighbors is varied from 10 to 100 with an interval of 10 to observe the trends. We implemented the experiments five times on the five pairs of training and test data and computed the average of MAE. Results are showed in Fig. 3 . Weighted sum method was denoted as ws while average-and-deviation method denoted as aad. It is obvious that cooperated with any similarity measure average-and-deviation method achieved MAE no higher than weighted sum method. To validate the conclusion, we compared the two prediction generation methods by usersrated-the-item strategy. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 . We can tell clearly that the average-and-deviation method did achieve better performance. Hence, we choose the averageand-deviation method as the prediction generation method for subsequent experiments.
Similarity Measures Comparison
We implemented these similarity measures respectively with average-and-deviation prediction generation method and different nearest neighbor selection strategies. The settings of experiments were all same. Fig. 5 shows the results. It can be observed that adjusted-cosine measure had the worst performance, as its MAE was higher than the other two measures. The cosine measure had the best performance as the MAE was the lowest. The pearson-correlation measure had the moderate performance. For all-user strategy and users-rated-the-item strategy, the cosine measure was the best to compute the prediction for the rest of our experiments.
With cosine similarity and average-and-deviation method, BKNN got its lowest MAE about 0.776 when the number of neighbors is around 40, while AKNN got its lowest MAE about 0.748 when the number of neighbors is around 30.
HKNN, BKNN and AKNN Algorithms Comparison
Since the similarity measures and prediction generation method for BKNN and AKNN is specified after last two experiments, we compare their best results with the best one of HKNN algorithm. So first we sought similarity measure which makes HKNN get the lowest prediction MAE. Then we compared the best results of HKNN, BKNN and AKNN. The neighbor number and other settings of the experiment were all same as anterior experiments.
As shown in show MAE of 0.744, 0.805 and 0.748. HKNN had the lowest MAE, and the improvement was 7.6% and 0.5%. The experimental result validated that HKNN is an effective improvement of traditional user-based algorithm. Another conclusion is that AKNN is better than BKNN and the improvement is obvious, which validates our hypothesis that the rating sparsity in prediction computation phase would affect the final prediction accuracy.
HKNN and BIRP Comparison
Deng [18] put forward a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on item rating prediction. In this paper we call it BIRP for short. BIRP aimed at the similarity computation stage and find more trusty neighbors by filling in the missing value of item union set. Since HKNN makes improvement in nearest neighbor selection phase, we combined proposed HKNN algorithm with BIRP algorithm and named it combined algorithm. Then we implemented the HKNN, BIRP and combined algorithm to compare their prediction results.
We selected the HKNN with cosine similarity measure and average-and-deviation method to be accordant with BIRP. The dataset was from MovieLens which contains 6000 ratings involved 145 users and 805 movies. The sparsity of dataset is 1-6000/(145×805), that is, 0.9486. The variable x is 0.8. The neighbor number is between 4 and 20 with an interval of 4.
HKNN outperformed BIRP at all neighbor size except when number of neighbors is 4 and this validated the effectiveness of proposed algorithm. Combined algorithm achieved the best prediction which meant that HKNN can be combined with proper algorithm for better result. 
Discussion about the Experimental Results
Because of data sparsity, the MAE values of BKNN are not so satisfying. We look into the data and find that a lot of prediction values are zero because of the missing reference values. So it can be expected that AKNN and HKNN algorithm achieved better performance. When neighbor size is bigger than 30, HKNN got lower MAE than AKNN because it generated available and trusty reference values to conquer the sparsity problem and help predict more accuracy ratings. When neighbor size is between 10 and 30, the reason for AKNN performed better is that the estimated rating value of neighbor with higher similarity can not be as trusty as the true rating of the neighbor with lower similarity.
Rating sparsity affect not only the similarity computation phase but also the prediction generation stage. That HKNN achieved better performance than BIRP approved the second affect is more important. HKNN is an effective improvement, also, flexible and expandable.
Conclusion
Recommender systems are used more and more widely and they help a lot when faced overwhelming quantity of Internet content. The neighborhood based model is one of the most popular and promising methods. A lot of problems still exist and scholars increasingly improve the performance of user-based collaborative filtering. In this paper we proposed HKNN algorithm and experimentally evaluated its effectiveness. Our results show that HKNN can achieve better accuracy. What is more important, because the improvement of HKNN mainly occurs in the stage of prediction generation, it can be combined with all variations of user-based collaborative filtering that make improvement in similarity computation stage to get better result.
